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Find your personal style
Developing a signature style can take years, 

but you can get started by creating a

moodboard. Remember that personal style is

an experiment, you never know what amazing

looks await you until you're in the dressing

room. The categories "menswear" and

"womenswear" shouldn't dictate how you shop. 

Take time to play with colours and shapes to

find what looks great on your unique body.
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Craft a Capsule Wardrobe
A stylist’s not-so-secret secret weapon is a

capsule wardrobe. A closet full of items that

can be mixed and matched with ease can take

the guesswork out of your morning. Invest in

classics that will last a lifetime, like a great pair

of jeans, a simple little black dress and timeless

jewellery.

Organise your closet
A capsule wardrobe is a concept many women are

turning towards and enjoying the benefits of. If

you think that it will not work for you, at least

organize your closet once in a while.  You will start

to realise how many things you do not use are

there in your wardrobe and will discard them

anyway. Cut down your closet clutter by 25% by

asking yourself this one question:

“If I was shopping right this second, would I buy

this?” If the answer’s no, out it goes.



Make clothes work for you
You know how some people simply know how

to wear the right clothes? There’s no mystery

there, and actually, you could pull it off, too,

by just thinking about what you’re wearing a

little bit more. It all depends on how your body

is built – you should tend to accent your

features in the right way. For example,

wearing a V neck will make your torso look

longer, and wearing nude pumps will do

miracles for the length of your legs. Embrace

and love your shape.
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Pre-select outfits for busy mornings
Instead of being late every day or always

wearing the same thing, try assembling some

ready-to-wear outfits beforehand. Having

stylish, pre-selected looks in your closet will

make your mornings run smoothly, no matter

how late you sleep in. Try preparing some on

the weekend and hanging the pieces together in

your closet so that they’re ready to go. Creating

different options for formal, business, and

casual occasions is also a useful idea.

Step out of your comfort zone
It never hurts to try something new. 

Whether that includes a bright new hue that

stands out from your usual neutral palette or

shifting from skinny jeans to a boyfriend

silhouette, great style is built from trying new

things. Who knows what trends you might

discover you love.



Know your body type
Knowing your body type is the basic thing to

know about yourself. Everything works

around this, so this is one of the biggest

fashion tips or advice that anyone can give

you.
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Understand the colour wheel
It might seem a little unnecessary, but you will 

be more than glad you looked this up because 

it’s a game-changer and gives you a new 

perspective when matching up colours. 

Remember, there shouldn’t be more than 

three colours in your outfit at one time.

Show the right amount of skin
To ensure that you nail the right look, try showing

off just one part of your body. If your best

features are your legs, opt for a long-sleeve, high-

neck mini dress. If you want to show off your

cleavage with a deep-V design, pick one that’s

full-length. When in doubt, try revealing less, not

more. Too much skin will often look a little off

while hardly any can still appear elegant.



Balance your top and bottom
It’s important to plan outfits where the top 

and bottom complement each other. 

If you’re wearing a loose shirt, try pairing it 

with tight pants, and if you’re wearing 

wide-leg pants or a full skirt, consider 

partnering it with a fitted or cropped top.
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Wearing white
If you’re wearing white, always seek out light. 

Keep in mind: white clothes always look more

see-through in daylight. Check yourself out in a

bright setting to be safe.

Scared of bright colours?
Anyone can wear patterns and bright colours —

but if you're afraid of them, try wearing them as

an accessory before you invest in a clothing item:

Instead of trying on a bright citron-coloured

blouse, you can go for a cuff or bracelet, or even a

lipstick.



Round down in denim
When in doubt, go with the smaller size in

jeans. They always stretch, and nothing's more 

unflattering than the unintentionally 

baggy derrière.
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The three essential jackets
A tailored blazer, leather jacket and denim

jacket are the three designs that are non-

negotiable for every stylish lady. While a

tailored blazer will have you covered for work

and formal occasions, the denim jacket will take

care of casual looks. The leather jacket, on the

other hand, is perfect for edgy outfits and

evening drinks. Whenever you’re running late,

you can quickly grab one of these on your way

out the door.

Go beyond the blazer
You should already have your go-to tailored

jacket. But a wardrobe of less formal toppers will

help you look pulled together even on casual days.

Opt for a leather jacket with wool trousers, a jean

version over a silk shirt, or - stylists' favourite -an

army jacket over just about anything.



Mix your prints
Combining colours, scale, and patterns in a

way that looks dynamic takes practise, but

there are some basic tricks to getting it right.

You can wear two prints that repeat the same

colours or mix a large-scale pattern with a

smaller one. What's even easier is to use the

second motif as an accent.
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Don't mix too many prints
Don’t mix too many colours or prints, or both.

Colourful florals with plain skirts or bottoms, 

or printed dresses with plain accessories and

shoes are good – there’s a way to mix them up.

You simply cannot afford to mess up.

Double the layers, half the frump
Wear a form-fitting tank top between your

sweater and button-up shirt to keep your

midsection from looking frumpy. This is especially

helpful if the button-up is a bit baggy, as the tank

will press and flatten it against your torso, hiding

bunched up fabric and the outlines of the buttons.



Don't tuck in your top all the way
Whether it's a sweater, a tank, or a collared 

silk shirt, just grab that middle front piece,

loosely tuck it down, and watch your style 

cred increase instantaneously. The less effort

you put into the tuck, the better.
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A spare garment
Keep a spare garment with you, just in case.

Accidents happen, you can’t argue with that. No

matter how careful you are, something will get

spilled when you least expected it. So, have

spare clothing nearby at all times, if possible.

Start by taking something to your office, like

perhaps a white button-down shirt, which is a

classic, and it will probably be able to fit in your

outfit.

Go hands-free for evening
A dressy bag with a chain helps you hold crudités

and a cocktail-plus, it lends a cool edge to evening

wear. Wear the chain diagonally across your 

body for the best effect.



Accessorise your outfits
Accessories are an integral part of dressing

up. Keep aside some money just for

accessories. Just one chunky piece of jewellery

can marry an entire outfit. Wear them as per

the occasion – office, party, concert, etc.
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Hoop or round earrings
Hoop (or round) earrings are a classic style that

every woman, regardless of age — should have,

but the type depends on your face. If you have

a thin face, go for larger round or embellished

hoops. If you have a round face an elongated

hoop or drop style is best.

Accessorise with brights
If you've got a closet full of neutrals-be they navy, 

black, camel, or grey - add energy with boldly 

hued shoes and bags. Not only is a ruby red

satchel more lively than ho-hum black, but it's also

surprisingly versatile. Feeling really brave? Wear

a neutral base with shoes and a bag in two

different complementary colours.



Add a belt
Adding a belt to your look is one of the easiest

ways to make any outfit look more put-

together. If used the right way, it’ll accent

your figure by making your waist thinner.

It's also a great trick for bringing balance to a

look that otherwise might not work—like a

long cashmere sweater and billowy midi skirt.
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Try a statement shoe
When it comes to footwear, colour, print and

style packs a huge aesthetic punch — and they

don’t have to be sky-high heels, either (flats

can make the same statement and your feet

will thank you). Even if your look is casually

thrown together, 

adding a printed flat or a pop-of-colour wedge 

can make things appear more intentional.

Pumps
When in doubt, wear nude pumps. Matched to

your skin tone, they’re a safe bet and they make 

your legs look longer.



Throw on a scarf
Woollen, silk, satin, linen, blanket, etc. – you

need them all. Some work wonders in winter,

while some are for summer and the others are

perfect for fall fashion. Stash one in your

purse or carry-on to transform simple clothes

in the time it takes to make a knot.
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Add an element of surprise
Whether it's grosgrain with sequins, a

motorcycle jacket over a formal gown, an

oversized choker with an easy white T-shirt, or

a vivid shoe, a touch of contrast makes good

outfits great.

Keeping it stylish
Own at least one conversation piece. Every once in

a while, you need that pure “wow” factor. Whether

it’s an amazing pair of over-the-knee boots, a

vintage dress that you borrowed from your 

mom’s closet or an enviable handbag, keep

something in your arsenal for the days you need

to really show up stylish.



Look for twists on classics
The right tweak can turn a staple into a

statement. Try tuxedo pants in a graphic print

or a trench in silk.
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When in doubt, overdress
If you’re ever on the fence about what to wear,

consider your destination and who you’ll see.

When in doubt, lean on the side of being more

dressy. If you’re worried about looking too 

done-up, bring along a casual layer like a jean

or cargo jacket to give your look that effortless 

chic touch.

Create your own lookbook
Got compliments on your outfit today? Snap a

photo of it with your phone. You'll have a quick

reminder of what to wear the next time you're in a

rush.
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facebook.com/ohandcocollective

instagram.com/ohandcocollective

www.ohandcocollective.com

https://www.facebook.com/ohandcocollective/
https://www.instagram.com/ohandcocollective/
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